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Welcome to EPOS COMPANY (GB) LTD, owners of proprietary EPOS software:
•ECTouch (front-end)
•ECPOS (back-office)
•ECKitchen (kitchen video)
With over many years experience of supplying point of sales solutions, clearly we understand the point-of-sale needs of the
trades we supply.
This makes our bespoke ECTouch EPOS software so practical and popular, as you will find throughout these pages. ECTouch
has been developed by our team of in-house programmers who continually work on enhancing it with new feature updates.
Detailed feedback from customers and engineers alike has helped us to develop a software package that is powerful, yet
neatly presented via a user-friendly interface.
Since launching in 2008, ECTouch, ECPOS and ECKitchen have gone from strength to strength and are now installed across a
wide range of commercial environments.
Regardless of the scale, from a chain of multiple retail stores to single outlets, our main objective is to always supply the
best EPOS solution for client satisfaction.
Yours faithfully,
Reza Valadkhani - Director,
EPOS COMPANY (GB) LTD

BASIC FUNCTIONS
Food Delivery EPoS 101
The following are some basic functions of typical food deliveryepos software systems readily available today:

 Customer database

 Paid Out

Your epos system will suffice an integrated
customer database interlinking marketing, HR,
accounting functions all under one roof, saving
time, effort , duplication and error.

 Programmable keys
Use a customised keyboard for maximum
effectiveness and efficiency at the point of sale –
only have the most valuable and relevant keys at
your fingertips

 Staff security control

Ever need to make a miscellaneous withdrawal
from your till? Using ‘paid out’ function feel free
to make these ad-hoc deductions from your till
whilst still keeping track of every penny via the
EPoS system.

 Inventory Management
Keep a keen eye on stock levels as you make those
sales at the point of sale. Get forewarning of
when more supplies are needed to be purchased.

 Multi-Buy

Control the exact level of access and authorisation
for each member of staff to all functionality within
our EPoS system, enabling keen stewardship.

 Ticket Hold / Recall

Incentivise the cross sell and up sell opportunities
at your point of sale with an array of preprogrammed multi-buy offers

 Electronic Journal

Revisit a part completed transaction which is
conveniently held in the system memory and can
be seamlessly be revisited at a later time.
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A fully itemised track record of all point of sale
activity throughout gives full visibility.

BASIC FUNCTIONS
Food Delivery EPoS 101
The following are some basic functions of typical dry cleaning epos software systems readily available today:

 Refund
Process customer refunds with ease leaving
accountability in the electronic records of sale,
giving reasons for refund & staff ID involved.

 Void Sale
Keep your records crystal clear whilst allowing
your customers the flexibility to change their mind
on making a purchase at the til. Staff are given a
simple shortcut to avoid costly time wastage.

 VAT Calculations
VAT is simply separated out in itemisation and
added on as a detailed disclosure on each receipt
and electronic record showing a declaration of the
full VAT exposure of each transaction.

 End Of Day Report
Make sure that your transactions and actual sums
received (whether electronically or taken in
physical currency) are water tight by reconciling a
report at the end of every trading day.

 Customer Search
Perform quick and powerful searches for
customer details at the click of a button.
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ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
Top EPoS Tools For Food Delivery

6 Top Tools

#1

#6

For Fast Food...

Assigning Drivers

Kitchen Video

#5

#2

Chip & Pin Machine

Post Code Lookup

#3

#4

Marketing Broadcasts
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Management Reporting

Assigning Drivers

#1.

No mix-ups, no hassles
Give your drivers no additional burdens – just to keep driving profits
Simply assign your orders to each of your drivers for a seamless
service.
Servicing your customers effectively in a time pressured
environment can be a real challenge, especially when coordinating
your fleet of delivery drivers to minimise costly mistakes.

Link jobs to specific drivers within your fleet ensuring traceability of
service from start to finish.
One click gives any driver an assignment and allows for pinning
down of logistic variables.
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Post Code Look Up

#2.

Instantly know where your customers are
No “umm...” nor “err...” with post code look up for instant selling
Instantly look up a callers delivery address when they phone by
searching their postcode.
With the very best in postcode look up software integrated, both
new and old customers can be readily identified.
Wrap up your delivery orders with speed by identifying exact
location in seconds without missing a beat during your phone
conversation.
Maximise sales revenue and decision making on the fly.
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Marketing Broadcasts

#3.

Be at your customers’ fingertips
Tell what they want to sell what you’ve got!

2 Pizzas for the
price of 1 today!!!
Great offer.

Keep your repeat business buoyant and incentivise new customers
with integrated deals and special offers being relayed direct to
their mobile phones.
90% of All SMS Text Messages are Read Within 3 Minutes.

SMS marketing is an effective way of keeping your customers
engaged and aware of your business and its offers.
A simple message, including website URL if desired can be sent to
your entire customer database a the click of a button.
Quick – effective –profitable.
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Management Reporting #4.
Oversight where you need it
Due diligence where it really counts
Keep on top of your revenues and maintain a full view of all your
operational metrics.
EPOS software provides complete visibility and control of your
operations whether you are on site, or off site by remote access via
a secure web browser.

Breakdown your managerial oversight by date, sales staff, days,
menu item and many, many more variables.
Have a real-time overview of your business activity with unrivalled
responsiveness.
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Chip & Pin Machine

#5.

Receive payments with ease
Convenience literally pays in fast food businesses
Chip and Pin machines are an essential part of your fast food
business.
Allow your customers to make payment for their orders
conveniently.
Whether wired or wireless, your Chip & Pin terminal ideally should
be in heavy use.
Even drivers are able to take payments using GSM (mobile
network) card machines.
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Kitchen Video

#6.

Ensure precision running of your kitchen
Kitchen and sales are always in sync!
Keeping your kitchen profitable requires precision-control to
ensure that all orders move efficiently from start to finish.
Kitchen video is an essential hub for monitoring the path of your
food orders through kitchens.
Simultaneously relay food order pathways, real time for your chef
and support staff. ensuring maximum efficiency in your kitchen /
service areas.
The ideal connection between ‘front of house’ customer facing
staff and background production operations. Decrease delays and
customer waiting whilst maximising your turnover of transactions.
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“How much is a Food Delivery EPoS system?”
...and what exactly is included?”

>>Custom EPoS Software
Fully programmed to suit

>>Touch Screen Til
Plug and play technology

>>Cash Drawer
Hardy and simple

>>Thermal Printer
Robust & Automatic Receipts
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EPOS SOFTWARE for Food Delivery

£250.00
License Only

“The ideal EPOS software for food delivery businesses.”
Restaurants| Dry Cleaning | Fast Food | Grocery
Cafe| Supermarket | Hospitality | Events...& more!
Try for FREE – We’ll help if needed!

MAKE MORE SALES, GROW DATA...
Acquire

Target

Keep

Multiply

FOCUS ON GIVING CUSTOMERS

EXCELLENCE...
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